The occupation time of an age-dependent branching particle system in R d is considered,
Introduction and background
In this paper, we obtain laws of large numbers for the occupation time process of a random population living in the d-dimensional Euclidean space R d . The evolution of the population is as follows.
Any given individual independently develops a spherically symmetric α-stable process during its lifetime τ , where 0 < α ≤ 2 and τ is a random variable having a non-arithmetic distribution function, and at the end of its life it either disappears, or is replaced at the site where it died by two newborns, each event occurring with probability 1/2. The population starts off from a Poisson random field having Lebesgue measure Λ as its intensity. We postulate the usual independence assumptions in branching systems.
Two regimes for the distribution of τ are considered: either τ has finite mean µ > 0, or τ possesses a distribution function F such that F (0) = 0, F (x) < 1 for all x ∈ [0, ∞), and (with g(u) ∼ h(u), as u → ∞, meaning g(u)/h(u) → const, as u → ∞)
Namely, a.s. for any positive continuous function ψ with compact support, t −1 ψ, J t −→ ψ, Λ as t −→ ∞.
Also, we prove that in dimensions d < αγ for heavy-tailed lifetimes, and d < α for finite-mean lifetimes, the normalized occupation time t −1 J t converges to zero a.s. in the sense that, with probability 1, for any ball A ⊂ R d of finite radius, t −1 t 0 1 {Xs(A)>0} ds −→ 0 as t −→ ∞.
These results complement -and partially extend-those of [6] and [13] . We point out that dimension-dependent behaviors, or parameters, are a typical characteristic in this theory because properties of the branching system treated here are highly related to the transience-recurrence behavior of the particle motions. Notice also that, in contrast with the case of finite-mean lifetimes, in the presence of heavy-tailed lifetimes the dimension restriction varies according to the decay exponent of the tail. This phenomenon is reminiscent of the interplay of population clustering and longevity of individuals quoted above.
Our proofs use techniques from [6] , [9] and [13] . To prove the strong law of large numbers in case of heavy-tailed lifetimes, we first consider the case of "intermediate dimensions" αγ < d < 2α, and deal afterward with "large dimensions" d ≥ 2α. Aiming at applying the Borel-Cantelli lemma, in case of intermediate dimensions we use the re-scaled occupation time process to upper-bound the variance functional of the occupation time. This step employs certain Fourier-transform techniques that we adapted from [3] . We were unable to extend this method to dimensions d ≥ 2α due to the lack of proper upper-bounds for the variance functional of the re-scaled occupation time. To deal with the case of large dimensions we follow the approach of [13] . We use a Markovianized branching system, introduced in Section 4.1 below, which allows us to directly apply the wellknown self-similarity of the symmetric α-stable transition densities. We remark that, in order to use this procedure, we need to assume that the lifetime distribution possesses a continuous density function. This contrast with the case of low dimensions, where no absolute continuity condition is required. We think, however, that the result should be true for a general lifetime distributions.
In case of a general non-arithmetic lifetime distribution having finite mean, our proof of the law of large numbers is carried out using estimates for the variance functional of the occupation time process, as well as bounds for the α-stable transition densities. The almost sure convergence (2) is proved by combining Borel-Cantelli's Lemma with some estimates from [16] related to extinction probabilities.
The analysis at the "critical dimensions" d = αγ in the heavy-tailed case, and d = α for finite mean lifetimes, is much more difficult to carry out, as can be seen from [7] , where the occupation time (at the critical dimension d = α/β) of the so-called (d, α, β)-superprocess is considered.
The approach there strongly relies on the classical semilinear equation characterizing the Laplace functional of the occupation time, see Lemma 3.4 in [7] . In our case, due to the non-exponential lifetimes, we do not have the above-mentioned equation. Thus, laws of large numbers for our model at critical dimensions remain to be investigated.
Laws of large numbers
Following [3] , we define the re-scaled occupation time process {J T (t) := J tT , t ≥ 0}, i.e., for any positive bounded measurable function ϕ,
Notice that, by Fubini's theorem,
since E ϕ, X t = ϕ, Λ . We remark that studying the asymptotic behavior of ϕ, J t /t as t −→ ∞, is the same as investigating the asymptotic behavior of ϕ,
In what follows, C + c (R d ) denotes the space of nonnegative continuous functions ϕ : R d −→ R + with compact support. The main results of this paper are the following theorems.
Theorem 2.1 Let F be a non-arithmetic distribution function satisfying (1) .
(b) Suppose that d ≥ 2α and F possesses a continuous density f . Then, a.s. for all ϕ ∈ C + c (R d ),
Our next theorem complements the law of large numbers of [6] and [13] , which were proved only in the case of exponentially distributed lifetimes. 
Theorem 2.3 Let F be a non-arithmetic distribution function which satisfies (1) , and assume that d < αγ. Then, a.s. for any ball A ⊂ R d of finite radius, (8) , which implies that, with probability 1, the proportion of time that the branching system charges any given bounded set vanishes asymptotically as T → ∞.
The specific form (8) 
Some moment calculations
Let Z t (A) denote the number of individuals living in A ∈ B(R d ) at time t, in a population starting with one particle at time t = 0. Following [11] we define
where ϕ ∈ C + c (R d ) and E x means that the initial particle is located at x ∈ R d . Since the initial population X 0 is Poissonian, we have
Let {τ k , k ≥ 1} be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with common distribution function F , and let
where the random sequence {S k , k ≥ 0} is recursively defined by
Let {B s , s ≥ 0} denote the spherically symmetric α-stable process in R d , with transition density functions {p t (x, y), t > 0, x, y ∈ R d }, and semigroup {S t , t ≥ 0}. Our moment calculations use the following result which is borrowed from [11] (Section 4.3), and which we include for convenience.
As in (10) , since the initial population is Poissonian we have
Using criticality of the branching, and that Lebesgue measure is invariant for the semigroup of the symmetric α-stable process, it is easy to see that
where
Proof: In order to preserve the notation in Proposition 3.1, we put p = 2, t 1 = t, t 2 = s, ϕ 1 = ψ and ϕ 2 = ϕ. Then we have
Evaluating at θ 1 = θ 2 = 0 we finish the proof.
Proof: We put p = 2 in (11) and use the same notations as in the proof of Lemma 3.2. Then,
and from Lemma 3.2 we obtain
which completes the proof.
Markovianizing an age-dependent branching system
In this section we introduce a Markovian branching system {X t , t ≥ 0} which will be used to prove Theorem 2.1 (b). Let X ≡ {X t , t ≥ 0} be the branching system defined in Section 1. For any t ≥ 0,
where η i t and ξ i t denotes respectively, the age and position of the i th particle at time t, and the summation is over all particles alive at time t. Let us assume thatX 0 is a Poisson random field on R + × R d with intensity measure F × Λ. Here, F also means the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure corresponding to F . The probability generating function of the branching law is denoted by Φ.
Thus, for critical binary branching, Φ(s) ≡ 
is the hazard rate function associated to F , and
where the function φ is such that φ(·, x) ∈ C 1 b (R + ) for any x ∈ R d , and φ(u, ·) ∈ C ∞ c (R d ) for any u ∈ R + . Here C 1 b (R + ) denotes the set of all bounded functions with continuous first derivative, and C ∞ c (R d ) denotes the space of infinitely differentiable functions from R d to R, having compact support. The operator L is the infinitesimal generator of a Markov process on R + × R d whose semigroup is denoted by {T t , t ≥ 0}, see [14] for details. 
Proof: The proof is carried out using the martingale problem for {X t , t ≥ 0}, and Itô's formula.
We omit the details.
Proof of Theorem 2.1
We shall prove the law of large numbers in two steps. First we show that the result holds for intermediate dimensions αγ < d < 2α; this part of the proof relies on the non-Markovian branching system defined in Section 1, and uses upper bounds for the covariance functional. In the second step, we consider "large" dimensions d ≥ 2α, and in this case we use the Markovianized branching system described in Section 4.
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (a)
In this section we assume that αγ < d < 2α. 
for some positive constants c 1 , . . . , c 4 .
Proof: Let ǫ > 0 be given. Then, using Chebyshev's inequality and (4),
where the last equality follows from (3). By changing the order of integration we obtain that
Therefore, from Proposition 3.3 we deduce that 
where, to obtain (II), we used self-adjointness of S t with respect to Λ, t ≥ 0. Our next goal is to derive useful upper bounds for the two integrals (I) and (II). Firstly, by performing the change of variables s = (v − u)T and t = vT , we get that
for any A > 0, where
due to self-similarity of the α-stable transition densities. Notice that
which, for d > α, follows from Lemma 5.3 in [9] . Hence,
for some constants c 1 , c 2 > 0. Therefore,
Before estimating the integral (II), we recall that U (t) ∼ t γ /Γ(1 + γ) as t → ∞ because of [2] , p. 361. Then, writingφ for the Fourier transform of ϕ, we obtain
and, after the change of variables z = (T (v + u − 2r)) 1/α y, we conclude that
where to obtain the last inequality we have used the well known fact that |φ(z)| ≤ (2π) −d |ϕ|, Λ for any L 1 -function ϕ. Changing the order of integration into the above expression yields
Notice that in the above calculations we have implicitly assumed that d = α. The case d = α can be treated in a similar way (and renders the same conclusion (24)). Changing again the order of integration we get
where the last equality is finite since by assumption d < 2α. Hence, for T large enough
Therefore,
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (a): Let ǫ > 0 and a > 1 be given constants, and let T n = a n for n = 1, 2, . . . . Then,
due to the assumption d > γα. Therefore, for any given ϕ ∈ C + c (R d ), a.s.,
Now we observe that, for each T > 1, there exists some non-negative integer n(T ) such that a n(T ) ≤ T ≤ a n(T )+1 , and that n(T ) −→ ∞ as T −→ ∞. Hence,
these inequalities being true for any a > 1. Letting a → 1 yields that
a.s., where the null set (where the limit may not exist) depends upon ϕ. Nonetheless, a null set can be chosen not to depend on ϕ as is the proof of Theorem 1 in [10].
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (b)
Throughout this section we assume that d ≥ 2α. The proof of part (b) in Theorem 2.1 follows, as in part (a), from Chebyshev's inequality
and Lemma 5.2 below. Recall that λ is defined in (18). 
and
Proof: First we prove (26). For the given function φ we define the extended functionφ(u,
where V t (kφ) satisfies (20) withφ substituted by kφ, and ψ ≡ 0. Notice that
Consequently, using that Λ is invariant for the α-stable semigroup,
This proves (26). The proof of (27) goes as follows. Defineφ as before. Differentiating V t (kφ) with respect to k and using equation (20), we obtain
From (28) and (29) we obtain
Note that Var φ,
Notice that, under the choice ofφ,T tφ (u, x) = S t φ(x) for all t ≥ 0, and that λ, F < ∞. In fact, using that λ(u) ∼ u −1 and f (u) ∼ u −γ−1 , we get that, for A > 0 sufficiently large,
Also, it can be shown that
and consequently,
Similarly, for the second term in (30)
Finally, combining the bounds for (A) and (B) we obtain the result.
Proof of Theorem 2.2
Suppose that F is a non-arithmetic distribution function supported on the non-negative real line and having finite mean µ > 0, and let d > α. As in the proof of Lemma 5.1, we have that
Therefore, due to Proposition 3.3, We recall the bound (23) for (I). It remains to upper-bound (II). Performing the change of variables h = r/T in (II), and using the elementary renewal theorem (see e.g. [12] , p. 188), we have that, for T large enough,
After performing several changes of variables one can see that, for all T large enough,
On the other hand, one can show, as in [13] , that
for some constant c > 0. Hence, for any fixed A > 0, and all T large enough,
The proof concludes with an application of Borel-Cantelli's Lemma, using that d/α > 1, (32), and the bounds for (I) and (II).
Proof of Theorem 2.3
In this section we assume that d < αγ, and that F is a distribution function satisfying (1). Arguing similarly as at the end of the proof of Theorem 2.1, Lemma 7.1 below yields the theorem. 
for some positive constants c and c 1 .
Proof: Notice that, by Markov's inequality, P t 
Moreover, since the initial population is Poissonian, E e In this way, (38) yields the inequality
which is valid for all t large enough, and renders (33). Notice that −(d/α + γ)/2 + (1 + δ)d/α < 0 for sufficiently small δ.
